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Summary
I'm (Polyglot/Full-Stack) Developer
able to build a Web/Mobile
presence from the ground up - from
concept, navigation, layout and
programming to UX. Skilled at
writing well-designed, testable and
efficient code using current best
practices.

Education
AIN SHAMS UNIVERSITY
Bachelor's degree in English
Language and Literature
Jan, 2009 - Jan, 2013

Technical Skills
JavaScript, Typescript, Nodejs, Prisma,
ReactJs, ReactNative, Flutter, ASP.Net,
PHP, Laravel, VueJs, Linux, Relation
Database, Docker, Kubernetes ,
OpenShift, Github Workflow Actions,
Harbor, ArgoCD, NoSQL, C/C++, Godot,
GameDev, Rest-API

Soft Skills
Leadership, Communication, Problem-
Solving, Teaching and Mentoring, Project
Management, Adaptability, Collaboration,
Attention to Detail

Languages
Arabic, English

Work Experience
SABA SERVICES INTERNATIONAL DMCC
Project Manager , Lead Senior Full Stack Developer, IT, and Host Manager.
Nov, 2018 - Present
Saba Services is a leading management consulting firm offering a unique
approach to traditional marketing across industries.

I have successfully conceptualized, implemented, and consistently
maintained a variety of in-house projects, demonstrating a
comprehensive approach to project management. This broad
responsibility encompassed all facets of host management, ensuring a
seamless operation of the technical infrastructure.
The successful development and implementation of various websites
were achieved using Laravel and NestJS, demonstrating my proficiency
in these robust frameworks. Moreover, my technical prowess extended to
mobile application development, where I proficiently utilized both React
Native and Flutter to create intuitive and user-friendly applications.
In addition, I've designed and executed sophisticated data-fetching bots
by leveraging my skills in C# and ASP.NET. This has greatly contributed
to efficient data collection and analysis, thereby significantly optimizing
overall operations.
Overall, my work reflects a meticulous attention to detail, a deep
understanding of multiple programming languages, and a commitment to
delivering high-quality, innovative solutions.

Github OpenSource
Senior Full Stack (Web/Mobile) Developer
Feb, 2018 - Present
I have been an active participant in open-source projects, demonstrating my
dedication to learning, collaborating, and contributing to the global software
community.

My involvement spanned across various responsibilities, reinforcing my
proficiency in diverse areas. I've contributed to a multitude of software
development projects, where I demonstrated my strong expertise in
project conception, implementation, and iterative improvement, all the
while adhering to the best practices of open-source development.
In addition to contributing code, I have played an instrumental role in
community building and management. I have facilitated discussions,
addressed issues, and helped shape development strategies to ensure
the sustained growth and success of the projects.
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I have also been integral to the documentation process, ensuring that the
projects remain accessible and comprehensible for both newcomers and
experienced contributors. This has involved creating clear, concise
documentation and conducting rigorous maintenance, thereby enhancing
the usability and long-term sustainability of the open-source projects.
Overall, my contribution to MIT's open-source community exemplifies my
commitment to enhancing the global software ecosystem, my
collaborative spirit, and my technical skills across a multitude of
programming languages and development paradigms.

DIGITALEXPERTS.AE / ASK-ALADDIN
Lead Senior Full Stack Web Developer
Jan, 2017 - Jan, 2018
I have had the privilege to take on pivotal roles in two significant projects,
namely, DigitalExperts and Ask-Aladdin, reinforcing my expertise in both
front-end and back-end development.

In the DigitalExperts project, I assumed full responsibility for developing
both the front-end and back-end components. For the front-end
development, I utilized Visual Composer to meticulously design an
intuitive user interface (UI) and a compelling user experience (UX). On
the back- end, I combined the flexibility of WordPress with the power of
PHP, successfully creating a robust and efficient server-side infrastructure
tailored to meet the unique client requirements.
For the Ask-Aladdin project, I was entrusted with the critical task of
refining and enhancing both the front-end and back-end elements. I
employed Bootstrap and JavaScript to improve the UI/UX, thereby
elevating the overall user interaction and engagement. For the back-end,
I leveraged Laravel coupled with PHP to construct a streamlined mini
customer relationship management (CRM) system. This addition was
integral to the client's operations, providing them with a powerful tool to
manage customer interactions effectively.
These projects underscore my versatility as a full-stack developer. My
ability to work with a range of tools and languages to deliver customized,
comprehensive solutions aligns with diverse client objectives and user
expectations, further reinforcing my commitment to excellence in software
development.

IDE-ACADEMY (PART-TIME)
Instructor/Senior Full Stack Web Developer
Jan, 2016 - Jan, 2017
During my tenure at IDE-ACADEMY, I was entrusted with the multifaceted
role of a Senior Full Stack Instructor and Developer. In addition, I held
critical responsibilities as an Information Technology (IT) and Host Manager.

As a Senior Full Stack Instructor, I played a pivotal role in disseminating
knowledge, teaching a diverse range of subjects spanning from front-end
to back-end development. My instruction style, rooted in my extensive
practical experience, enabled students to gain comprehensive insights
into the realities of full stack development.
My roles at IDE-ACADEMY reflect my multifaceted technical expertise
and leadership skills. The broad set of responsibilities underscore my



ability to manage complex systems and impart knowledge effectively,
reflecting a strong commitment to technical excellence and education.

CSCEXPORT
Senior Full Stack Developer, IT, and Host Manager.
Jan, 2016 - Jan, 2017

IDIGITALAGENCY (PART-TIME)
Senior Full Stack Developer, Cross Platform Mobile Developer (Hybrid &
Native), IT, and Host Manager.
Jan, 2016 - Jan, 2017

BRANDINGMISR
Senior Full Stack Developer
Jan, 2015 - Jan, 2016

Projects
Trinity Admin-Panel
Jan, 2023 - Present

https://trinity.abanoubnassem.com/
Trinity is a powerful Single-Page Application (SPA) administration tool that is
designed to streamline common administrative tasks and enhance the
productivity of developers. With its feature-rich and beautifully-designed
interface, built using C#.

Trinity was inspired by the popular Laravel packages Nova and
FilamentPHP. As a developer, I was always searching for a reliable admin
panel that offered advanced features and functionalities, but could not find
a solution that met my needs. That's why I created Trinity - to offer a
powerful and customizable solution for managing website backends.
A user-friendly interface that is easy to navigate
Customizable dashboard that can be tailored to your needs
Role-based access control for managing user permissions
Advanced search and filtering options for efficient data management
Support for multiple languages
Database agnostics works with most database providers.
And much more!

ABCODES
Jan, 2020 - Jan, 2021

https://abcodes.abanoubnassem.com/
ABCODES serves as a testament to my entrepreneurial spirit and
educational commitment, a teaching platform that I conceptualized and
constructed independently from the ground up.

My dedication to detail is evident in the architecture of the platform,
reflecting rigorous planning, sophisticated design, and diligent
implementation. It integrates user-friendly features and offers a seamless
learning experience, demonstrating my understanding of end-user
requirements.
In essence, the successful development and maintenance of ABCODES
underscore my multifaceted expertise as a developer and educator,
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illustrating my commitment to creating practical, dynamic, and impactful
digital learning environments.

More Project
Jan, 2013 - Present

https://abanoubnassem.com/#portfolio
Please check my portfolio , as I can't list everything here.
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